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RubyMotion: iOS Development with Ruby (The Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Make beautiful apps with beautiful code: use the elegant and concise Ruby programming language with RubyMotion to write truly native iOS apps with less code while having more fun. You'll learn the essentials of creating great apps, and by the end of this book, you'll have built a fully functional API-driven app. Whether you're a...
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Interactive Stories and Video Game Art: A Storytelling Framework for Game DesignCRC Press, 2017

	The success of storytelling in games depends on the entire development teamâ€•game designers, artists, writers, programmers and musicians, etc.â€•working harmoniously together towards a singular artistic vision. Interactive Stories and Video Game Art is first to define a common design language for understanding and orchestrating...
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Foundation Actionscript 3.0 Animation: Making Things Move!Friends of Ed, 2007
In this book, you'll learn
	All the ActionScript 3.0 (including math and trigonometry functions) and Flash rendering techniques you'll need to start animating with code
	Basic motion principles such as velocity, acceleration, friction, easing, and bouncing
	How to handle user interaction via the keyboard and...
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Demystifying the Ipsec Puzzle (Artech House Computer Security Series)Artech House Publishers, 2001
Now that the Internet has blossomed into the "Information Superhighway," with its traffic (and drivers) becoming increasingly diverse, security has emerged as a primary concern. This innovative new book offers you a global, integrated approach to providing Internet Security at the network layer. You get a detailed presentation of the...
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High Performance JavaScript (Build Faster Web Application Interfaces)Yahoo Press, 2010

	
		If you're like most developers, you rely heavily on JavaScript to build interactive and quick-responding web applications. The problem is that all of those lines of JavaScript code can slow down your apps. This book reveals techniques and strategies to help you eliminate performance bottlenecks during development. You'll...
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iText in ActionManning Publications, 2010

	
		With iText, one can transform PDF documents into live, interactive applications quickly and easily. This free and open source library for Java and .NET is the leading tool of its kind, and was primarily developed and maintained by Bruno Lowagie, the author of this book.

	
		iText in Action, Second Edition offers an...
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The Inner Game of Stress: Outsmart Life's Challenges and Fulfill Your PotentialRandom House, 2009

	Renowned sports psychology expert W. Timothy Gallwey teams up with two esteemed physicians to offer a unique and empowering guide to mental health in today’s volatile world. The Inner Game of Stress applies the trusted principles of Gallwey’s wildly popular Inner Game series, which have helped athletes the world over, to...
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JavaScript Absolute Beginner's GuideQue, 2016

	JavaScript Absolute Beginner's Guide


	No experience necessary!


	 


	Make the most of JavaScript -- even if you've never programmed anything before. This book is the fastest way to learn JavaScript and use it...
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Hacking the PSP: Cool Hacks, Mods, and Customizations for the Sony Playstation PortableJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
You hold in your hand the Holy Grail for PSP aficionados—300 pages of ways to have even more fun with that little handheld powerhouse than the manufacturer intended. Use it as a hard drive. Surf the Web wirelessly. Play your own movies in the palm of your hand. Build your own battery pack. Run homebrew apps. And we're just getting started....
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Physics Modeling for Game ProgrammersCourse Technology PTR, 2004
Programmers who want to include 3D math and physics in a game have to wade through physics textbooks and dreary tomes on linear algebra and group theory, only to find that the material is too abstract to be used directly in their games. This book gives readers the skills they want and need to incorporate real physics into their games. As they work...
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Digital Signal ProcessingMcGraw-Hill, 2005
An up-to-the-minute textbook for junior/senior level signal processing courses and senior/graduate level digital filter design courses,  this text is supported by a DSP software package known as D-Filter which would enable students to interactively learn the fundamentals of DSP and digital-filter design.  The book includes a free license to...
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Digital Signal Processing System Design, Second Edition: LabVIEW-Based Hybrid ProgrammingAcademic Press, 2008
The ideal book for quickly developing DSP systems by integrating MATLAB or C code into the LabVIEW graphical programming environment.     

       Reflecting LabView's new MathScripting feature, the new edition of this book combines textual and graphical programming to form a hybrid programming approach, enabling a more effective means of...
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